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Abstract—The Internet community has proposed the Integrated Services architec-
ture (Intserv) and the signaling protocol RSVP to provide deterministic guarantees
(bandwidth, delay and jitter) to individual flows. However, experience with practi-
cal systems has revealed the severe scalability problems of the Intserv model due to
the amount of routing and reservation state that is required to be maintained in the
routers. A natural approach to improving scalability of Intserv architecture is through
reduction of amount of state in the routers by using aggregated flow state instead of
per-flow state. We present a novel architecture that uses very light state in the routers,
while still providing the deterministic guarantees of the Intserv model.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Real-time applications require deterministic delay guarantees, which
traditional datagram networks with their window-based end-to-end
flow control are ill-equipped to provide. It is now widely accepted that
introducing rate-based flow control in the routers is a good approach
for providing real-time services. Based on this approach, the Internet
community proposed Integrated Services (Intserv [18], [4]) as an archi-
tectural framework for providing deterministic guarantees to individual
flows in the Internet. In the Intserv model, resources (bandwidth and
memory) required by a flow are reserved on a single route from the
source to the destination using a signaling protocol (e.g., RSVP [7])
and flows are then serviced at each link using a fair scheduler (e.g.,
WFQ [2]) to provide the required rate guarantees and enforce isolation
between flows.

The Intserv model as currently defined is not scalable for several
reasons. Firstly, the per-packet scheduling required at the links can
be computationally expensive. For example, the sorted-priority sched-
ulers (e.g., [12], [25], [2], [16], [20]) requireO(log(V )) time to make
a per-packet scheduling decision, whereV is the number of connec-
tions passing through the link. Therefore, to schedule packets in a
timely manner in order to provide delay guarantees, the number of
flows through a link must be limited. Fortunately, this problem has
been adequately handled by some schedulers that can make scheduling
decisions in constant time, irrespective of the number of sessions (e.g.,
[11], [19]). However, the scalability of the schedulers is severely lim-
ited by the amount of state that needs to be maintained by the them. The
soft-state approach used in RSVP offers an elegant fault-tolerant mech-
anism for maintaining reservation state in the routers. However, if the
reservation state is high, as is the case when per-flow state is used, then
the per-flow periodic refresh messages used by the soft-state mecha-
nism can prove extremely costly. This is especially the case in back-
bone networks where the number of flows is very high. Accordingly,
the second reason why Intserv model is not scalable is that the routers
keep state on per-flow basis. Thirdly, the routing state that determines
the next-hop for each packet grows proportional to the number of flows
through the router. Therefore, if the tables are too large to fit in cache
memory, they can be a hindrance in high-speed backbone networks.
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A complete solution to the scalability problem of the Intserv model
must address: (1) the per-packet link-scheduling cost (2) the amount of
reservation state required to provide guarantees to the flows and (3) the
amount of routing state used for forwarding packets towards their des-
tination. Point (1) has been adequately addressed in the literature and
we do not pursue further in this paper. A standard approach to state size
reduction is to aggregate flows into a small number of flow classes [8]
and maintain state on per-flow-class instead of per-flow. Because flows
are no longer isolated from each other under flow aggregation, the chal-
lenge is to aggregate flows such that providing deterministic guarantees
to individual flows is still feasible. In this paper, we suggest a simple
technique for flow aggregation, which is flexible with respect to adding
and deleting flows from the flow aggregates while maintaining the de-
lay bounds for individual flows.

To date, only partial solutions exist to reducing the routing state
of routers. The approaches taken in [21], [22], for example, main-
tain fixed number of paths to each destination. As the max-flow prob-
lem [10] and the minimum-delay problem [23] indicate, under optimal
utilization traffic of a particular destination flow towards the destination
along an acyclic directed graph or multipath with the destination as the
sink node. Taking a clue from this observation, we explore the idea of
establishing flows along destination-oriented multipaths instead of us-
ing fixed set of paths to destinations. By using one multipath for each
destination the routing state can be reduced to levels comparable to
those of best-effort architectures. Except for the architecture presented
in [15], to the best of our knowledge, there has been no proposal for an
architecture that establishes a single flow along multipaths.

Our goal in this paper is to propose a QoS routing architecture that
provides delay and bandwidth guarantees to flows and is scalable along
all the three dimensions stated above. The proposed architecture com-
bines the scaling advantages of the fixed-path approach with the effi-
ciency of using multipath flows and aggregate-flows to offer a solution
that is a reasonable tradeoff between utilization, scalability and quality
of delay bounds. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
in detail our QoS routing architecture. Section III evaluates the com-
plexity of the architecture through analysis and simulations. Section IV
concludes this paper.

II. ROUTER ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview

We present our QoS routing architecture in three parts:
1. Flow aggregation
2. Packet forwarding
3. Signaling.
To make Intserv scalable, the per-flow state must be replaced with

aggregated state. Aggregating flows removes isolation between flows
and, in general, this loss of isolation results in increased burstiness.
This can be however controlled if flows are selectively aggregated i.e.,
only flows that have some common characteristics are allowed in the
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aggregation. We introduce the notion ofburst-ratioand define a small
number of aggregated flow classes based on it. Flows belonging to the
same class are aggregated and serviced collectively. As a result the link
schedulers have to service only a fixed number of queues irrespective
of number of flows through the link. The reservation state is reduced to
levels where it is feasible to use soft-states for maintenance.

Using a unique routing table entry for each flow as in virtual circuits
is a hindrance to scalability and it is highly desirable to use one entry
per destination instead. However, establishing flows only along shortest
paths is inefficient. We proposeshortest multipath[23] as a generaliza-
tion of the shortest path and route flows along the shortest multipath
rather than the shortest path. The packets of a single flow can now fol-
low different paths along the multipath to reach the destination. As the
results of our simulation experiments show, using multipaths results in
higher utilization. Because there is one shortest multipath per destina-
tion, the maximum size of the routing table is bounded by the number
of nodes in the network rather than the number of flows through the
router.

Signaling refers to the process of validating and reserving resources
along the QoS path. If the source router of the request determines the
complete QoS path using the local link database, the path-selection pro-
cedure is said to besource-directed. Because the local link database
may not have up-to-date information about the non-adjacent links, any
selected path has to be validated, and if validation is successful, the nec-
essary resources should be reserved. On the other hand inhop-by-hop
routing, signaling and path selection proceed in tandem along a fixed
multipath. The routers use only the information of adjacent links unlike
source-directed routing that requires complete topological information.
This has the advantage of not flooding link updates throughout the net-
work. The looping problem of hop-by-hop routing is eliminated by
directed-acyclic nature of the shortest multipath. We use this approach
here.

B. Flow aggregation

Let a real-time flow be specified by(�; �) where� is the maximum
burst size and� is the average bandwidth required by the flow [1],
[16]. We assume that each real-time flow admitted into the network
is monitored at the entry point by a token bucket, with bucket size�
and token generation rate�, to enforce the flow specification. Define
theburst-ratio of a flow as the ratio of its burst size to the bandwidth
rate, that is,r = �

�
. An equivalent way to specify a flow is(r; �),

wherer is the burst-ratio and� is the average bandwidth as before,
because the burst size can always be obtained by� = r�. A nice
property of flows specified using the burst-ratio is that flows with the
same burst-ratio can be merged and divided without changing the burst-
ratio of the resulting flows! Let a flow be specified by(�; �), then the
amount of trafficA that arrives in an interval[�; t] for this flow is given
by [16]A(�; t) � (� + �(t� �)) which is, using burst-ratior = �=�,
equivalent to

A(�; t) � �(r + (t� �)) (1)

A fluid model is assumed to simplify analysis and focus on the new
concepts presented in the architecture. If this flow is split into two
streams,A1 andA2, such that streamA1 gets fraction�1 of the flow
andA2 gets fraction�2 of the flow, then the arrival pattern for the two
output streams is as follows:

A1(�; t) � �1�(r+ (t� � )) (2)

A2(�; t) � �2�(r+ (t� � )) (3)

Therefore, the two resulting streamsA1 andA2 can be character-
ized by the parameters(r; �1�) and (r; �2�), which implies the two

subflows have the same burst-ratio. Similarly, let two flows with traffic
profiles(r1; �1) and(r2; �2), merge into a single flow. The amount of
traffic that arrives in an interval[�; t] for the aggregated flow is given
by

A(�; t) � �1(r1 + (t� �)) + �2(r2 + (t� �)) (4)

� (�1 + �2)(
�1r1 + �2r2
�1 + �2

+ (t� �)) (5)

Accordingly, the aggregate flow can be characterized using burst-
ratio by ( �1r1+�2r2

�1+�2
; �1 + �2). Note that if r1 � r2, then r1 �

( �1r1+�2r2
�1+�2

) � r2, which implies the burstiness of merged flow can-
not be greater than the burstiness of the more bursty of the two input
flows. Therefore, the resulting merged flow can be characterized by
(r2; �1 + �2). The strength of the burst-ratio concept is that character-
izing multiplexed and demultiplexed flows becomes tractable; conse-
quently, the delay bounds offered to them by the link schedulers is also
simplified.

We now use the burst-ratio to defineQ real-time flow classes. A
burst-ratioRg is associated with each real-time flow classg, such that
Rg�1 < Rg andR1 is zero. A flow with specification(r; �) is clas-
sified at the source as belonging to classg > 1 if its burst-ratior is
such thatRg�1 < r � Rg. Note that there are classes for other non-
real-time traffic, such as best-effort; however, we are only concerned
with real-time flows in this paper. From Eqs. (1)-(5) it follows that, if
two flows belonging to the same classg are merged, then the resulting
flow also belongs to the same classg. Similarly, if a flow belonging to
a classg is split into two or more flows in fixed proportions, then each
flow also belongs to the same classg.

A class identifierg is included in every packet that belongs to a flow
of classg. The class identifier is used by the schedulers at the links to
perform class-oriented fair-scheduling where all packets belonging to
the same class are treated as same flow.

Each link in the network is serviced by a fair scheduler like WFQ,
which provides bandwidth guarantees and flow isolation. Instead of
servicing each individual flow, the schedulers service a fixed number
of queues (Q) that correspond to the flow classes. For simplicity we
assume that all bandwidth on the link is available for real-time reser-
vation. A variablerbik is associated with each link(i; k), which spec-
ifies the unreserved or residual bandwidth. For each real-time class
g, letBg

ik be the total bandwidth reserved for real-time classg. Then
rbik = Cik �

PM

p=1
Bp
ik is the residual bandwidth, whereCik is the

capacity of the link(i; k). When there is no flow on the linkrbik = Cik.
A consequence of using a fixed number of flow classes is that the

complexity of schedulers at the links is reduced to a constant order.
The schedulers now only have to keep the reservation state on an ag-
gregated basis. Only per-flow-class state needs to be maintained, such
as the cumulative rate reserved for the class and the time stamps of the
last packet belonging to that class. The link schedulers keep no state
on a per-flow basis. Packets arriving at the links are aggregated into
queues based on the class of the packets, irrespective of their origin
and destination. The routing table of a router determines the particular
link scheduler the packet enters, and the class label determines the spe-
cific queue in the link scheduler that the packet enters. This is far more
scalable than architectures in which there is per-flow state. The time
complexity of the scheduling decision, as well as the space complexity
of the state required to maintain, are now both constant. The admis-
sion test for incorporating the resource requirements for a new flow is
straightforward — only the availability of the bandwidth on the link
and memory in the router need to be checked. The amount of mem-
ory for a classg in the scheduler at link(i; k), for lossless delivery,
is atmostRgBg

ik whereBg

ik is the bandwidth reserved for classg on
the link [16], [1]. In section II-D we describe how the bandwidth and
memory reservations are made during flow setup.
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Fig. 1. Successor graphSGj

C. Destination-oriented Packet Forwarding

LetDi
j be the distance ofi to j measured in number of hops. Define

the successor sets asSij = fkjk 2 N
i^(Dk

j < Di
j_(D

k
j = Di

j^k <
i))g. That is, the successor set with respect to a destination consists of
all neighbors of a router that arecloser to the destination and if the
neighbor’s distance is equal to the router’s distance it is included only
if the neighbor’s address is less than the router’s address. Now, with
respect to a routerj, the successor setsSij define a successor or routing
graphSGj = f(m;n)jn 2 Smj (t); m 2 Ng. For example, Fig. 1(b)
shows the successor graphSGj ; it can be easily seen that theSGj is
acyclic. Ashortest multipath[24] from routeri to j, is a generalization
of shortest path and is defined as the subgraph ofSGj consisting of all
nodes that are reachable from the sourcei. In Fig. 1(b), for example,
the links(b; e); (b; d); (e; j); (e; d); (d; j) constitute a multipath from
routerb to j. Packets received byi destined forj are only forwarded to
neighbors inSij . The successor sets can be defined in other ways based
on long-term load measurements rather than based on topology, but in
this paper we use topology based successor graphs as defined above.

The key idea in our routing technique is that flows for a destination
j are only established along the successor graphSGj . To establish a
flow betweeni andj, any path fromi to j in theSGj that satisfies the
QoS requirements can be chosen. BecauseSGj is loop-free [23], [24],
flows can be established on a hop-by-hop basis by choosing the next
router from the successor set at each hop. The signaling procedure is
explained in detail in section II-D.

We now describe the routing table structures and the packet forward-
ing mechanisms. LetT i

g;j be the total rate of the traffic of classg des-
tined forj that routeri receives from hosts directly connected to it and
from its neighbors. For eachk 2 Sij , let the routing parameter�ig;j;k
specify the fraction of the trafficT i

g;j that is forwarded to neighbork.
Define the routing parameter set�i

g;j = f�
i
g;j;kjk 2 S

i
jg. We assume

the network does not lose packets. Because the traffic is conserved, the
routing parameters satisfy the following properties.

Property 1: For each routeri and destinationj, the routing parame-
ter set�i

g;j must satisfy the following conditions:
1. For each� 2 �i

g;j , � � 0.
2.
P

�2�i
g;j

� = 1.

A routing table entry is of the formhj; g; Sij ;�
i
g;j ; T

i
g;ji. The class

g and the destinationj uniquely identify a table entry. The forwarding
mechanism using the routing tables is described here and the construc-
tion of the routing table entry along with signaling is deferred to the
next section. Assume each flow is regulated at the ingress router by a
token bucket that ensures that the source conforms to its traffic profile.
At the ingress router, the source of traffic encodes the destination and
class ID in each packet it hands over to the ingress router. Let routeri
receive a packet belonging to classg and destined for routerj. If the
destination of the packet is the router itself, the packet is handed over to
the higher layer. Otherwise, let the routing table entry corresponding to
this destination and class behj; g; Sij ;�

i
g;j ; T

i
g;ji. The first task of the

router is to determine a successork for this packet fromSij using the
routing parameters�i

g;j . This task is carried out by thedistributor (see
Fig. 2) which uses a weighted round robin discipline to allocate packets
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Fig. 2. Routing architecture using multipath packet forwarding

to successors in proportion to the routing parameters. The router then
puts the packet in the queueg of the link scheduler of the link tok.
The abstract code for packet forwarding is shown in Fig. 3. The time
complexity of determining the next hop by the distributor is constant
because there are fixed number of neighbors. The packets of a flow can
follow any path in the successor graph in a connection-less fashion.
There is no explicit connection maintained on per-flow basis. Flows
with a particular destinationj and classg are aggregated; they collec-
tively share the bandwidth allocated to the classg along the successor
graphSGj .

When flows are added and deleted, the routing tables are modified
to reflect the resource requirements. Let a flow request be of classg
and bandwidth�. Assume the resource provisioning for the flow is to
be made along pathP = (n0; n1; ::; nm; j). Given there is sufficient
bandwidth available on the links of the path, for each routeri 6= j on
the pathP and its downstream routerkd, the entryhj; g; Sij ;�

i
g;j ; T

i
g;ji

is modified as follows.

�ig;j;k  
�ig;j;kT

i
g;j

�+ T i
g;j

k 6= kd (6)

�ig;j;k  
�ig;j;kT

i
g;j + �

�+ T i
g;j

k = kd (7)

T i
g;j  �+ T i

g;j (8)

If the old routing parameters satisfy the Property 1, then the new rout-
ing parameters also satisfy the property. From this, it follows that if
bandwidth for all the flows is provisioned in the network and if the
flow is token-bucket constrained at the ingress router, the bandwidth
requirements of the flows are met.

Flows are aggregated on the basis of their destinations and classes,
and the packets of a flow can follow any path along the successor graph
after making adequate provisions. The power of this approach lies in
that the state in the routers is not increased when a new flow is es-
tablished. This enables resource provisioning of a single flow along
multiple paths in the successor graph. Given a flow with bandwidth
� it can be divided intom flows with bandwidths�1,..., �m such thatPm

i=1
�i = �. Them flows can then be independently established

along different pathsPi in the multipath. What is remarkable is that
this does not increase the amount of routing and reservation state in the
routers. Later, we show through simulations how multipath flows can
reduce bandwidth fragmentation and improve call-acceptance rates.

Figure 2 shows our router architecture. In the figure, routeri hasN i

links and each outgoing link is serviced by a WFQ scheduler. Router
i uses the token buckets to enforce the rates of theZ flows generated
locally by the host attached to the router; however, the incoming flows
on the links need no such enforcement. When the router receives a
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—————————————————————————-
procedurePacketForwarding(M)
fExecuted at routeri. M is a data message.g
begin

let M = (j; g; data); // j is dest,g is class, rest is data
let E = hj; g; Sij ;�

i
g;j ; T

i
g;ji be the table entry for the packet;

let k be the neighbor that the distributor determined
based on the routing parameters in�i

g;j ;
Enqueue the packetM in queueg of link scheduler tok ;

end
—————————————————————————–

Fig. 3. Packet Forwarding Procedure

packet with destinationj and classg, the corresponding routing table
entry is accessed. The packet is then added to the queueg of the WFQ
of the link to neighbork determined by the distributor.

D. Signaling

A flow request of the form(j; g; �) is made by an application to
the source router, wherej is the destination and� is the bandwidth of
the flow andg is the class of the flow. The source router typically se-
lects a valid pathalong the successor graphSGj that satisfies the QoS
requirements by running a path-selection algorithm on the topology in-
formation in its database. It then initiates hop-by-hop signaling to re-
serve resources along the determined paths. Source-directed signaling
requires full topology and current utilization information of each link.
Alternatively, the source can initiate a flow setup on a hop-by-hop basis
in which path-selection and signaling proceed in tandem; this requires
only information regarding adjacent links. Along another dimension,
the signaling procedure can be classified as being either anend-to-end
type orin-line type. In end-to-end signaling, a flow is first established
before data is transmitted, while in the in-line signaling data packets
immediately follow the setup messages. The particular type of signal-
ing is not important for the material presented in this paper; however, to
simplify our presentation we use the hop-by-hop end-to-end signaling
model in our descriptions. The techniques presented in this paper can
be easily adapted to any other type of signaling.

Signaling process has an admission-test phase and a commit phase.
During the admission-test phase the availability of bandwidth on each
link on the path is tested; if the test passes at each hop on the path, only
then the resources are committed. The abstract code for the flow setup
is shown in Figure 4. A signaling message is of the formREQ =
(j; g; �), wherej is the destination,g is the class of the flow and�
is the bandwidth that needs to be reserved. A reply message is of the
formRPY = (s), wheres specifies the status and can have one of the
two values SUCCESS or FAILURE. The signaling process is initiated
by the sourcen0 where the request originated. When the destination
receives the request it simply replies SUCCESS. When an intermediate
router i, receives a flow setup message from upstream routerku, it
uses a heuristic to determinekd 2 Sij that offers the best choice for
reserving the bandwidth for the flow. If no such successor exists, the
router simply returns a failure to the upstream router; otherwise, the
bandwidth� is blocked on the link tokd and the request is forwarded
to kd. The router then waits for a reply fromkd. If the reply is a
FAILURE, then a FAILURE status is returned to the upstream router
ku. Conversely, if the reply is a SUCCESS, the router commits the
bandwidth on the link and returns a SUCCESS status to the upstream
router. At this time it updates the routing parameters in the routing table
using the Eqs. (6)-(8). The signaling process ends when the initiatorn0
receives a replyRPY = (s0). If s0 is SUCCESS, then the session at
n0 that initiated the flow setup is informed about the status, which can
then start sending data.

————————————————————————–
procedureF lowSetup(REQ;ku)
fREQ is a setup message received from neighborkug
begin

let REQ = (j; g; �);
Selectkd 2 Sij for which the residual bandwidth(rb) is largest;
if ( � > rbikd ) then

Send reply RPY=FAILURE to ku;
else

Block bandwidth� on link (i; kd);
Send messageREQ to kd;

endif
Wait for reply fromkd;
let the reply beRPY = (s);
if (s = FAILURE) then

rbikd  rbikd + b; // release bandwidthb on link (i; kd)
Send reply RPY=(FAILURE) to ku;

else
Adjust routing parameters using Eqs. (6)-(8);
SendRPY = (SUCCESS) to ku;

endif
end

—————————————————————————-

Fig. 4. Flow setup using Hop-by-hop signaling

—————————————————————————
procedureF lowRelease(REL)
fExecuted at routeri. REL is a release message.g
begin

let REL = (j; g; �);// j is label,g is class,� is bandwidth
if (j = i) then // destination is reached

return ;
else

Find�k for eachk 2 Sij such that
P

�k = �;
rbik  rbik + �; 8k 2 Sij ;;
Recompute routing parameters using Eqs. (9)-(10);
For eachk 2 Sij , SendRELk = (j; g; �k) to k;

endif
end

—————————————————————————-

Fig. 5. Flow teardown algorithm

The heuristic for choosing the next hop from the successor set can
use any strategy. For example, the next hopk chosen fromSij may
be the widest outgoing link in the successor set, i.e., the successor link
with largestrbik. Another heuristic consists of using the utilization of
the link as a metric. That is, choose the neighbork from the successor
set for which�=rbik is the lowest, whererbik is the residual bandwidth
on the link(i; k) and� is some constant. In this paper, we choose the
widest-outgoing-link heuristic for simulation purposes.

When a session is terminated, the ingress router initiates a flow tear-
down procedure. The flow teardown or release request is of the form
REL = (j; g; �), where j is the destination of the flow,� is the
bandwidth of the session andg is the class of the flow. The abstract
code for flow release is shown in Fig. 5. Let routeri 6= j receive
REL = (j; g; �). A heuristic is used to determine, for eachk 2 Sij ,
�k such that

P
�k = �. Because a flow teardown is performed only

after the flow establishment, the heuristic can find such a distribution.
For eachk 2 Sij , the bandwidth�k is released from the link tok and
the following equations are used to update the routing table.
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�ig;j;k  
�ig;j;kT

i
g;j � �k

T i
g;j � �

k 2 Sij (9)

T i
g;j  T i

g;j � � (10)

Then, for eachk 2 Sij , a release requestRELk = (j; g; �k) is for-
warded to routerk. The same steps are repeated at the receiving routers.
The process continues until when the release message reaches the des-
tination. The destination simply discards a release message. If the old
routing parameters satisfy the Property 1, the new routing parameters
also satisfy Property 1.

III. A NALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS

Delay and bandwidth guarantees: The delay bound offered to a
flow with specification(�; �) by a WFQ at a link with capacity C and
maximum packet sizeL is given by �

�
+ L

�
+ L

C
[16] which reduces

to the burst-ratio of the flowr = �
�

, if a fluid model (i.e.,L = 0) is
assumed. Therefore, the delay bound offered to flow of classg at any
link is Rg. The maximum delay for a single-path flow can be easily
obtained from just the path length measured in terms of hops and the
class of the flow. Letmax(Pij) be the length of the longest path, in
terms of hops, fromi to j in the successor graphSGj . If the flow
belongs to classg, then the maximum delay for any flow fromi to j is
max(Pij)�R

g. Because the successor graphs are precomputed using
the distances to destinations, the delay bounds can be derived by the
user from the specification of the flow alone!

The bandwidth guarantees follow from the fact that bandwidth for
each flow is provisioned by the flow setup protocol, each link is ser-
viced by the WFQ to provide the minimum bandwidth on the flow path
and the routing parameters always satisfy Property 1.

The delay analysis under non-fluid model is more complex and is
beyond the scope of this paper. Under a non-fluid model, the distribu-
tors and the link schedulers introduce some jitter or delay variation that
must be eliminated using traffic shapers at each hop.

Time Complexities: The packet scheduling time complexity is
O(log(Q)) if a sorted-priority scheduler is used. The time complex-
ity of the distributor component of the router isO(N i).

Space Complexities: The reservation state size is of orderO(Q).
Aggregation based on burst-ratio is very powerful in that a large number
of flows can be aggregated into few queues. The aggregation scheme
suggested here depends only on the available bandwidth on the link,
and is independent of reservations already made to the existing flows,
which is unlike the scheme used in [8], for example. The size of the
routing table is of orderO(QjN j). It is reasonable to assume thatjN j
is much larger thanQ, which makes the size of the routing table of the
same order as in best-effort architectures. The size of a routing-table
entry is larger compared to best-effort architecture, because of the extra
information needed to provide the guarantees, but the entry is of a fixed
size determined by the number of neighbors of the router.

Effect of Multipath Flows on Call-blocking Rates: Call-blocking
rate is a metric used to measure the performance of the path-selection
algorithms. Call-blocking rate is defined as the percentage of requests
that are rejected by the network. Prior studies [13], [17], [6] have used
call-blocking rates to evaluate various path-selection algorithms and the
link update policies. When large number of high-bandwidth requests
are issued, they tend to cause bandwidth fragmentation in the network
which increases the overall call-blocking rate. Bandwidth in the net-
work is said to be fragmented if a flow is rejected because there is no
single path that provides the requested bandwidth, but there are two or
more non-identical paths that collectively provide the bandwidth. We
show through simulations that establishing a single flow along multiple
paths can reduce fragmentation of bandwidth in the network and in-
crease overall call-acceptance rate. Because none of the current archi-
tectures support multipath flows, all path-selection algorithms studied
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to date use a single-path for a flow. We use the following schemes to
show the effect of multipath flows on call-blocking rate.

� S Scheme: The bandwidth requirement of the requested flow is
signaled along a single path in the network. The widest (i.e.,
largest residual bandwidth) outgoing link in the successor set is
chosen at each hop during the signaling process.

� ’Mn’ Scheme: The flow request is first divided inton small flows
of equal size and each of thesen flows is independently setup
using the S scheme.

� ’WS’ Scheme: Among the feasible paths, the path that has the
shortest length is chosen and, if more than one such path is avail-
able the one that offers the widest bandwidth is chosen [13].

For simulations, we use the internet topologies shown CAIRN and
MCI in Fig. 6; the topologies shown differ from the real networks in
the capacities. Identical flow requests are generated and signaled us-
ing the S and Mn schemes and the blocking rate is measured. Flow
requests have a uniform distribution across the network; that is, the
source and destination are randomly chosen with uniform distribution,
and the bandwidth is chosen uniformly within certain bandwidth range.
Here, we are interested in comparing only the performance effects of
using multipath flows, so for simplicity, we assume that link-state in-
formation propagates instantaneously throughout the network, that is,
each router has the most current information regarding the links. Also
the flow signaling takes zero time, and each flow has infinite duration.
The effects of variations in arrival pattern of the requests is not studied
here.

Observe that, when the flow requests are of small size (0.3 to 0.4 Mb)
in Figs. (7) and (8), the performance of M4 and M8 is only slightly bet-
ter than S, i.e., the improvements in call-acceptance achieved through
Mn schemes are minimal when flow requests have relatively small
bandwidths. However, the benefits of using multipaths are pronounced
when flow requests are of larger bandwidths. When the requests have
bandwidths in the range 3-4 Mb, the call-acceptance rates are as shown
in Figs. (9) and (10). As the number of flows into which the origi-
nal flow is partitioned increase, the call acceptance rates also increase.
The basic result is that the throughput of the network increases when
flows are broken down into small flows due to the better use of network
bandwidth. If a QoS architecture supports multipath flows without in-
creasing state in the network, like the one presented in this paper, the
blocking rates can be further improved by using multiple path flows.

Figs. (7)-(10) also show curves for the ideal widest-shortest path
(WS) scheme. The performance of the WS scheme is better than M4
and M8 because it uses complete topology information to optimize,
unlike the hop-by-hop approach in this paper that uses only informa-
tion of the adjacent links. Since non-adjacent link information may not
be correct, link information is periodically flooded throughout the net-
work. This extra performance of WS comes at the cost of the periodic
updates. In the particular signaling used here routers need not know
the link utilization information of non-adjacent links. Furthermore, the
performance of WS scheme shown is ’ideal’, in the sense that routers
have instantaneous access to the latest link information which is not
true in practice. The performance of WS in practice would be worse
than what is shown in the figures. However, when large requests are
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involved the performance of our signaling is better than the ideal WS
scheme. Our approach strikes a reasonable balance between complex-
ity of the architecture and bandwidth utilization. The simulations we
present here are quite preliminary and are intended to illustrate that
the proposed scheme achieves significant routing state aggregation and
network utilization.

IV. CONCLUSION

A scalable QoS architecture has been presented that uses highly ag-
gregated state in the routers, and yet provides deterministic delay and
bandwidth guarantees. We introduced the concept of burst-ratio to ag-
gregate flows into a fixed number of flow classes. The burst-ratio tech-
nique is simple, flexible and powerful, as it enables aggregation of a
large number of flows into a small number of fixed queues, thereby
reducing the time and storage complexity of the link schedulers to a
constant. The flows are routed along fixed multipaths and as a result
the architecture provides multiple paths to destinations while having
routing table size complexity ofO(QN), whereQ is the number of
classes andN is number of routers in the network. Overall, the need
for maintaining per-flow state in the routers is eliminated, making the
routing architecture and the associated signaling protocols simple and
scalable.
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